
AFFIDAVIT OF MARIE SILICIANO 

STATE OF MINNESOTA  ) 
     )       ss. 
COUNTY OF RAMSEY  ) 
 

MARIE SILICIANO, being duly sworn under oath, states the following:  

1. I am an Investigator at the Office of the Minnesota Attorney General.  

2. At approximately 11:44 am on December 31, 2020, I visited Alibi Drinkery at 20851 

Holyoke Avenue, Lakeville, MN 55044.  I looked through the window facing Holyoke Avenue, 

but I did not enter the building. Through the window, I observed more than five people eating 

and drinking inside Alibi Drinkery.  Attached as Exhibit A to this affidavit are a true and correct 

copy of photographs that I took through the window.  Exhibit A shows at least 11 people seated 

inside Alibi Drinkery. 

3. Immediately after I took the photos in Exhibit A, an individual I identified as Alibi 

Drinkery owner Lisa Monet Zarza from photographs on her social media approached me and told 

me to leave.   

4. I visited the Facebook page for Alibi Drinkery, available at 

www.facebook.com/Alibi-Drinkery-135111020497320 .  Attached as Exhibit B to this affidavit 

is a true and correct copy of a post by Alibi Drinkery on December 30, 2020. 

5. I visited the Facebook page belonging to Lisa Monet Zarza, available at 

www.facebook.com/lisa.zarza.  Attached as Exhibit C to this affidavit is a true and correct copy 

of an image posted by Lisa Monet Zarza on December 30, 2020. 

 
I declare under penalty of perjury that everything I have stated in this document is true and 
correct. Executed this 31st day of December in Ramsey County, Minnesota.  
 
Dated: December 31, 2020     _/s/ Marie Siliciano    

MARIE SILICIANO 
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Yes. such an amazing right.
Don't Choke on it!
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a pix thlman
[just heard on the news tonight that on top of the threats and intimidation and
license suspensions; if the government still can't get their way they will just seize the
profits businesses make being open when the government hasn't given their
permission.
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0 Debbie orcuttrveters
Stay strong. Government is meddling in too much. [will pray tor all or the misguided
and corrupt souls.
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. Peter in Mayo
So brave to fight for your right to drink overpriced Michelob Ultras and bacon
cheeseburgers on a pretzel bun. Tnlly, the definition of class and high taste.
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Glenn Jackson
Congrats on pushing through. Let's hope thejudge sees how had real Minnesotans
need this.
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This Is the kind of place if you want to see a 40 year old divorcee hang out with a 60
year old man.
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Gonna be packed! Ring in the New Vear freedom style!
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Ves Don't let them shut you down our government doesn't care about your
livelihood
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Only 1 person wearing a mask..JFC
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Julie Bassett
If you're breaking mles can we smoke in your establishment also
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Mike Frank
Good for you , tight the good fight ! Remember it's not only the Govonor to protest
it‘s at Ellisons house and neighborhood , and the supreme court judges , very
powerful place to cause a ruckus large crazy eyed crowds will get their attention .
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Hoping you‘re open on Saturday! I need a birthday drink!
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Yep, they look exaaly like I imagined they would.
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Just don't take up any beds at the hospital or bother the doctors when you get sick.
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May your liquor license be seized because of your negligence
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Good for you! VOUR BUSINESS...VOUR LIFE!! If anyone is worried your establishment
is a risk. they can STAV HOME!
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This videojust reminds me of stale cigarettes and attempted murder charges
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You guys are the reason we cannot get over this pandemic. Shame on all of you.
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Hoping to make it out there tonight or Saturday!
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How many people have been choked to death by the government here
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Have at it could be worse don't know how oh yah waltz gets in agin
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YOUR FOOD IS BAD PLEASE STOP.
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Maybe take precautions and not "pack" the bar
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Craig Heinen
I‘m super excited that they are open, but why did they pick a bunch of people that
look like white trash for this photo?
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Doc Bohlman
The government isn't following their own mles.
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Q Joseph Matthew Bell
To the sheep who follow the media at news. Don't forget tojump off the bridge
when they tell you to Suddenly there's nothing else in the world that can't kill you
either apparently.
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should reopen. What ajoke this state and country has turned into
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0 ltimberly Green
As a healthcare worker, you should be ashamed of yourself for your complete lack of
empathy for what this does to our Capacity to manage the patients we have, it
increases transmission which increases hospitalizations and we can barely manage
the amount oi patients were seeing now. Shame on you .
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. Stan went
When Alibi packed the building for a week earlier this month, we saw zero increase
in cases, even the you all said "super spreader event" people it's not the restaurants
and bars anymore than this or that, it‘sjust out there, look at some other states that
are wide open or closed, some are doing better some worse. There is no answer,
how many years are you willing to wait it out 5-10?
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Some of these Comments have me wondering how many of you were dropped
several times on the head when you were young! Realty if we can go to Costco, open
the bars and restaurants. It‘s a HUGE difference people in stores are masked, they
are not in groups With people outside of their homes. Restaurants and bars are
where people have no masks on eating and drinking. When your out getting drunk
your inhibitions are lowered and you will be more app to partake in risky behavior..
Seriously not even a worthy comparison.
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left 1 should say.
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